Peoples and Their Religions
Lecture 10
•	Comparative World Religions

Introduction
•	Peoples of religions no longer live long distances from one another. They are ______________ Religions cross social boundaries and geographical borders.  A Hindu Temple, Buddhhist Congregation, A Christian Church, and a Muslim Mosque may be located within blocks of one another.
Why study and Understand World Religions?
•	The Very Fact of Religious Pluralism
Demands we notice one another. There is racial pluralism, ethnic pluralism, linguistic pluralism, and religious pluralism. 
Are these people ______________? ______________s? ______________ or not? Should we share our religion wit them or not?
2. The Common Denominator of humanity
People are people who laugh, dream, plan, hope, raise families and work. They go through hardships and have successes.  Their ______________ beliefs add to their ______________ experiences. 
3. Religious Pluralism
Happens in a competitive market place for both material and human resources.  In order to grow and succeed, the various groups seek ______________ ______________ and ______________ of ______________4. Those who participate
In these religions need to understand the others in order to successive convert others to their ______________ of ______________5. Religions are
More and more involved in ______________and ______________ politics.  History demonstrates that religions have played a vital role in the life of many nations.  Religions wars have been fought among Christians, among Muslims, among Hindus and even between the various groups. 
6. Religions are like living organism
They are born into______________, grow and mature into living ______________ and often affect the lives of hundreds of millions of followers.  Some religions face death: Zoroastrianism, the religion of ancient Iran, once flourished in the heartland of South Asia.  Today there are a few adherents in Iran and Bombay, India.
7. Religions seldom remain static
They tend to change with the ______________ and forms over time, ______________, and ______________.  Some give birth to reform movements within themselves. Buddhism may be viewed as an attempt to reform Hinduism.  Sikhism is a syncretism of Hinduism and Islam.  Some religions build on the foundations of other religions: Christianity on Judaism and Islam upon both Christianity and Judaism. 
Many Religions
See no difference between ______________ and ______________ or religion and ______________.  To be one is to automatically be the other.  Hinduism is native to India. Islam offers a total way of life for those of the Islamic faith.
Gods, Goddesses, Ghosts, and Spirits
It seems human populations have a difficult time getting through life without some form of a ______________or ______________  Some have a pantheon of dieties while others are monotheistic.  Some deities are both male and female , representing power of control of nature’s seasons, and giving health and happiness.  A religion giving a plurality of choices is a pantheistic religion.  Hinduism is polytheistic.
Monotheistic religions
   have only one deity that it sees as real and valid in human experience.  There may be many other gods and goddesses with names and traditions, but they are considered ______________ and false imitations.  The one deity is unverisal and jealous of its own power and authority.  It demands complete loyalty and allegiance from its followers.  Judaism, Christianity, and Islam may be considered monotheistic. 
Other Groups
Consider ancestors important in their religions traditions. Ancestors may appear as ______________or ______________, and can be found in the home or in community rituals. A spirit world is a common phenomena among religious peoples, and spirits may be both good and evil. Ancestors seem to be important for tribal peoples as well as for major religions like Taoism and Shingtoism.
Tribal Religions and Animistic Traditions
Have their priests, medicine doctors, and shamans who serve as ______________ between ancestor and spirit and the people. Where there is a supernatural deity, there is a religious specialist with prescribed duties to know the supernatural and help control and mediate the power to benefit the religious followers.  Often the prophet or religious specialist is confused with the nature and being of the diety. Yet his followers elevate him to Buddhahood, a status of divinity.
Deities and Ancestors
Are made known to people through certain religious elite in the religious community. God’s do not reveal their ______________, ______________, and ______________ in a vacuum.  
In monothestic religions
 a prophet becomes the chief spokesman for the diety. The prophet Mohammad of the Islamic faith not only heard the message of the god, Allah, but Muhommand also taught Muslims the will and law of Allah. Muhammad may be considered the founder of the religion ______________ Hinduism 
acknowledges no founder. Hindu beliefs and practices are ______________. Sages or gurus have taught and described the deities and truths of Hinduism and Hindus follow the teachings. 
Buddhism
Has no prophets like Amos, Jesus Christ, or Muhammad.  Although Buddha is acknowledged as the founder. They are divided in their understanding of who the Buddha was. Some see him as a cultural hero, a guru supreme, who found the clue to understanding life and demonstrated the way to live out life. Other buddhists see the Buddha as one who achieved deity, and therefore worship and emulate him as a savior. Confucians are similar to Buddhists in their understanding of ______________.
Religious People
Are often surprising in their needs for dieties and in their worship of dieties.  A particular hindu may honor several gods and goddesses with temple worship and gift giving.  However, the same Hindu might give more devotion to one god, like Krishna, and be more monotheistic in practice.  One Buddhist might state there are no supernatural beings while another my worship Buddha as a supreme god. A Muslim may confess explicitly there is but one deity, Allah, and the same Muslim may expend more time in religious energies seek the aid of a Muslim saint.
The Hindu
Adheres to a system of monism, a belief in impersonal ______________ governing the ______________. The Confucian may believe in the laws and traditions of society as sacred. Therefore, in some religions like Hinduism, the choice of gods is unlimited. In other religions such as Christianity, there one of either or, either one God or false gods.
The Point of this section:
Is to understand that a religion is made up of people who hold to diverse beliefs and practices.  All Hindus and all Buddhists do not believe and practice the identical traditions.  There may be more diversity within Hinduism than between Christianity and Islam. Hinduism may have room for atheism, secularism, polytheism, and monotheism. 
Sacred Writings: Road Maps for Life and Beyond
All major living ______________ have sacred ______________. Some religions have recorded the words of their prophets as they uttered the message of God to the people.  
Judaism has the Torah, Prophets and Writings.
Christianity has OT an NT
Islam has the Koran.
Other Religions
Have preserved the teachings of their ______________ and inspired ______________.
Hindu’s 
vernerate sages have collected their works in the sacred writings known as the Vedas, the Upanishads, and Bhagavad Gita.
Buddhist
Have their sacred works in the Tripktaka which contains the fundamental teachings of Buddha. Later developments have the Heart Sutra and the Lotus Sutra as devotional literature.
Confucianism
Was initiated by Confucius. The writings associated with him include: The ______________ Classics and the ______________ Books. The Analects, one of the Four Books, is the collection of sayings attributed to Confucius. 
Taoism, 
the other major Chinese religion was begun by Lao Tzu, a contempory of Confucius. Its major writing, The Tao Te-Ching, has been attributed to Lao Tzu.
How Do Various Religions View the Literature?
The question of source is important to the Muslim or Buddhist. 
The Muslim sees that the Koran is from Allah, and the Arabic language is Allah’s language as well as the Koran’s then the pious Muslim will question even a translation of the Koran into another language. 
The Pious Buddhist, acknowledges that the teachings of Buddha have been handed down in various languages and communities. He also knows that diverse schools of monks have interepreted the teachings, and these interpretations have become part of the Buddhist’s belief and faith.
Sacred Scriptures
Become serious business of a ______________ vocation. They must be preserved, interpreted, taught, and handed down to future generations. Therefore these religious communities select individuals to work with these sacred works.
Early Hinduism
Relied on Brahmin priests to ______________ and teach the ______________ of the Vedas.
Buddhism
Developed the monastary where the ______________become the______________of the Tripikata to ______________.
Islam
Needed religious scholars like Imams and the Ulema to know fluently the classical Arabic of the Koran to teach the less educated and the non-Arabic speakers.
Christianity,
Until the Reformation, relied on a priestly-scholarly religious elite to preach and teach the Christian scriptures in ______________ to the less educated and non-Latin users.
Interpretation of Scriptures
Has been a challenging and often a problem for religious communities.  Priests and scholars have disagreed over______________and meanings of their ______________ scriptures. These have often ended in divisions within the religions. Various religious schools, seminaries, monastaries and etc have been formed in variance with one another.
Buddhism
Has the Hinayana Buddhist who interpret their scriptures in such as light that Buddha was a great ______________ and example. 
The Mahayana Buddhist interprets the Heart Sutra and Lotus Sutra to view the Buddha as a great being with supernatural status. 
Christianity
Is another example..Divisions between ______________ Christianity and ______________ Christiantiy and Protestantism. 
Subjects Within the Sacred Writings
Are quite varied. If the religion focuses on a concept of deity, the scritprue will describe the nature of the deity as well as the relation of the deity to the world. Themes of creation, preservation, and judgment may be dominant. Laws, guides, and rules for human affairs as well as relationships between the ______________ and ______________ or the ______________ may form part of the book. 
Hindu Sacred Writings
The Upanishad, focuses on the philosophical matter of the universal principles of the world, whereas another Hindu scripture, the Bhagahad Gita, elevates the god Krishna at the most important Hindu diety. 
The Muslim Scripture
Koran, provides a complete plan for individual, community, and national life under the rule of ______________. 
For the Millions of Religious
People in the world, the scriptures they follow provide both a rational explanation for life as well as a hope and a way to solve life’s problems and to move beyond them.  
Scriptres become an authoritative source for the religious life. If one is illiterate, it becomes more important to put ones trust in a trained scriptural specialists. Often this trained specialist becomes very powerful in the community. Scriptures are often the missionary wedge that one group uses to proselytize people. 
Religious Experience
•	Is both an individual and community experience.  The ______________ provides the place for parents to teach their children, to transmit religious values and beliefs as well as lifestyles.
The Muslim Home
•	The young child may emulate the father as he learns the posture of ______________ or memorizes the words of the koran. 
The Hindu Home
•	May set aside a ______________ or portion of the house for worship of its particular deity.  The parents train the child to participate daily in the home of the various worship patterns. 
In the Christian Home
•	Much attention maybe given to teaching the child passages from the ______________ and leading the individual in devotional readings and prayer. 
Thus the individual
•	Learns the forms and patterns of ______________ in the home and practices them as an individual expression or within the family context.
Large Communities of Faith
•	Are important too.  The major world religions emphasize group experiences and encourage ______________ participation.
 The ideal of the Islamic
•	 community is a gathered one in which the people experience worship and prayer at the mosque or the shrine to offer ______________ in unison and hear sermons. There are specialzed religious leaders who call the people to prayer, lead them in prayers, give the sermons and counsel them in matters of daily living.
The Buddhist Temple
•	Or ______________ may be a pilgrimmage place presided over by monks where the Buddhist faithful gather for worship. 
The Jews
•	Have their synagogues and the Christains their churches. These two are similar in that they offer teaching, worship, singing, and praying. The rabbi and minister are religious professionals, like the Muslim Imam or Buddhist monk, who administer and teach the religious community.
•	Thus each major world religion has several key religious institutions that provide for the religiuos nurture of its people.
Worship Centers
•	Like ______________ and ______________s vary in size and prestige. Some are quite simple and others quite ornate and richly decorated. The city mosque may be the headquarters of a renowned Ayatollah or imam while the village may have an intenerant Mullah. 
Hindu Temples & Buddhist Pagadodas
•	As well as ______________ churches vary in size and significance. 
Religious Education 
•	Is important to world religions as well. These are individuals who have excelled at learning the foundational truths of their religion. They are then given the responsibility to share this with the masses.  As a result, religious schools are prominent in most religions. A theological school may be part of a particular mosque in Islam. Often these teachers are given authority in both the religious and political settings. 
Two Related Activities to Religions Education
•	Is the development of writers and scholars to publish doctrinal, liturgical, and historical books.  They write curriculum and catechism materials. These may often be published in other ______________ as well as the native language. 
Second is the Missionary Activity
•	Is often stressed by religions.  These are trained in communication techniques, cross cultural studies and langauges. They are often supported by their religious communities. Buddhism rapidly spread from native India to China, Korea, Japan on into the USA. 
•	Islam is another rapidly growing world religion. Mosques and Islamic centers and Muslim literature are being translated into other langauges every day. It has somewhere around 1 billion followers in the world. Christianity is perhaps the best known around here for its missionary activity.
Religious Institutions
•	And places like temples, mosques and churches serve many purposes.  They are considered by their followers as holy places where one may meet ______________ 
•	They are places where the individual may become a visible part of the group and have a feeling of community. 
•	They are often the place people come to solve their problems or to find help with life’s problems. 
Basic Issues facing religions
•	Secularism
Secularism erodes the faith and practice of the religion with the emphasis that religious ideals and practices need not affect the morality and institutions of a people.  Confucianism and Taoism felt this with the communist influence in China. Muslim populations experience this when their national leaders refused to accept and incorporate the state religion of Islam into their nations consitituion. Turkey under Kemal Ataturk after WWI is a prime example of the dismantling of Islamic values and institutions through a commitment to secularism.
2. Politics and Religion Relationships
This has been a problem for Christianity since the question was asked of Jesus, “Who do I pay______________ to?” 
Moslim faith has had this battle as well, such as in Iran, when the Shaw was expelled and Ayatollah Khomini came to power.  When this has not happened, the governmental leaders find themselves battling the religious elite of the Islamic faith.
3. Religious Pluralism and Religions freedom
Some nations have state ______________ Usually there are religious minorities living there. What is the relationship between the government nad these religious? Many nations have trouble with this issue. 
You see the issue in Indonisea and Pakistan and India as the Muslims and Hindu’s fight against one another.
4. Openness to Change
In the ______________century the impact and presuence of western peoples upon religious communities outside the western world has been great. The world wars, industrial revolution, the technological exploration and ease of transportation have made western ideas, values
 On the other hand
•	Nations have sent their ______________to the western nations for education and they have returned with learning, skills, and core values that are different from what they had known as youngsters.  The process of modernazation has challenged the traditional ______________ times of prayer per day for the Muslim.
5. One major issue facing religions
•	Today involves the role of the ______________, its stability and integrity.  Some religions sanction large families because the great number of children show the deities favor on the family. Some religions teach the oldest son or child is to care for elderly parents. The extended family may include several families or generations under one roof.
Monogamous Marriages
•	Are favored by some religions and ______________ is seen as ______________ Polygamous marriages may be the rule in other religions. Some religions allow divorce for the ______________, but not the ______________.
Governmental Roles
•	Have often conflicted with the traditional ______________ and its religious positions in nations around the world. Sexual education has been promoted to stress family planning and the use of contraceptives. Religious communities have traditionally cared for the indigent and the aged through gifts and offerings.  

